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every accompaniment of furtive shame ? what maniac,
drawing names from what stupendous hat, baptised the
stations ? and what (the supreme mystery of the American
continent) are the secret thoughts of those majestic men,
who sit about all day with hats on in the Renaissance
thrones of hotel lobbies ?
But the danger is that these enquiries, which—trivial, if
you will—yet constitute his genuine reaction to the new
worlds about him, will be submerged in the interrogative
tides of commonplace that flood in upon him at every halt.
For when he wishes to reflect on Colour and its problem, he
is forced to give ready-made opinions on Mexico, His mind
fills slowly with impressions upon mass-production ; he is
just reaching the profound conclusion that mass-production
presupposes mass-consumption, and that consequently any
interruption, however momentary, of the community's
ability to consume would dislocate the entire , * , when a
fatal courtesy requires him to answer the young man who
wants his views on China, And as he kindles to the
stupendous vision of the unfolding West, they ask him
what he thinks of Mr. James Joyce as compared with Mr.
Theodore Dreiser.
These strange rites of initiation are among the most
mysterious features of the Dark Continent, Why, in the
name of sane and interesting journalism, is it supposed that
the opinion of no one in particular (especially on matters
upon which he is not qualified to have one) is likely to pro-
vide attractive reading-matter ? And why does a proud
continent refresh itself with the lightest thoughts of every
passing stranger who may be pressed into its service as a
momentary leader-writer and pontificates gravely upon
subjects with which he is imperfectly acquainted ? I sup-
pose there is an answer. Most questions have one* But I
have never found it, unless it lies in the abiding appetite of
this eager race for personal acquaintance, Renowned (and
justly) for its taste in personalia, it amazes each successive
visitor with its glorious intimacy, In an expansive moment

